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I had been struggling for several years to win a
water ski tournament. Like many athletes, my
passion for my sport ran deep. It kept me up
at night, distracted me while driving, and stole
my attention even in the dead of winter when
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the lakes of Minnesota were frozen solid. In
spite of my hours of practice and dedication to
training, victory eluded me at every weekend
tournament. I so desperately wanted to be a
winner.
It seemed only logical to me that winners
are people with tall trophies, blue ribbons, or
gold medals. I looked around my home and
I didn’t have any tall trophies, blue ribbons, or
gold medals. Therefore if winners have these
things and I have none, I must be a L____! Oh,
I couldn’t even say the word, but it only made
sense based on my own logic.
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A New Approach

O

ne day it occurred to me that my own
logic was defeating me. How could I
expect to win when the label I’d given
myself contradicted the outcome I desired? If I
considered myself a loser based on my definition
of a “winner” perhaps I needed to rewrite my own
definition of the word! I had given myself an identity
I didn’t like based on an assumption about winners
that didn’t work. What if I exercised some new
mental gymnastics and wrote a new definition of a
winner? That’s exactly what I did.

“Winning is ending each day
being just a little better than
you were that morning.”
Now that was a definition I could live with! My whole
attitude changed from wondering if I’d ever be
good enough, to discovering the smallest morsel
of progress on any given day. I knew that if I could
look at myself in the mirror at the end of the day
and identify one single area of improvement or one
lesson learned, I was winning. And if I was winning,
then I must be a winner. All I had to do was string
enough of these days together, one after the other
– consistently – and I had a winning formula.
This concept of winning through small daily victories
produced six consecutive national overall water
skiing titles and five national records, as well as an
opportunity to serve as coach of the U.S. Water Ski
Team to the World Championships.
My new definition of winning gave me a whole new
approach, a new self-image, and equally important
– it gave me hope. This definition can transform
your approach too. If you teach it to your children
as a parent, or to your athletes as a coach, the
entire experience of sport changes. The feelings
of inadequacy can be replaced with confidence
once you know how to win on a daily basis. Let’s
look deeper.

Athletes from a variety of sports speak with
reverence of their “approach” to the most critical
moments of performance. Baseball players develop
an approach to hitting, Olympic divers approach
the board with a unique mindset, and golfers use
a specific approach that fits them. These athletes
have learned that their approach increases their
chances of success. The hitter who walks to the
plate to see what might happen has given up
control of the outcome to the pitcher who has
designed an approach for this hitter.
Now consider the moment of waking each morning
and ask yourself, “What is my approach to this
day, to my obligations, to my relationships, and to
my sport?” The most fundamental approach for
each athlete is the one with which they start their
day. If winning is ending the day being just a little
better than you were that morning, the challenge is
manageable.
The day
begins with
an eye on
what progress
will be made,
not on what
trophy has not
yet been won.

The day
might begin
with a plan
to work in
a specific
area of the
game or on
a specific set
of skills. The
progressive
realization of a dream IS the approach. It’s
encouraging, realistic, and enjoyable to end the
day knowing that in some small identifiable way, you
are a step closer….you are winning ever so steadily.
Because of the consistent nature of this approach
there will be days when a major breakthrough will
be experienced. The big “AHA” breakthroughs
arrive like a bonus to the days of minor lessons
learned and small victories recorded.
They are by-products of healthy work habits, and of
winning on your own terms -- not the status of your
trophy case.

A New Self-Image
This new definition of winning will also produce a
new positive image of you. After all, if you’re ending
each day fully aware of some level of improvement,
you are winning the battle and therefore a winner.
Embrace this new label and say it out loud! This
approach of intentional and incremental daily
progress produces a picture in your head of
someone on a journey, moving forward and getting
closer. Many athletes suffer from a negative selfimage and low levels of confidence because
they focus on what they are NOT, and what they
have NOT. By focusing on the distance you have
covered; on the lessons you have learned; on what
you are becoming each day, then the picture you
carry in your mind is one of a champion….the trophy
just hasn’t arrived yet.
Former Olympian Wendy
Bruce (Women’s Gymnastics)
explained it this way. “I had a
picture in my head of being an
Olympian from a very early age,
so I thought more about when
I’d get there rather than if I’d
make it.” The message here is
that you must see yourself as a
champion before you can be one. When you see
yourself as a winner you tend to start acting like one.
An excellent exercise that puts your new self-image
to work is to ask yourself the HWAWA (“How Would
A Winner Act?”) question. When you’ve made an
error in a game, ask yourself “How Would A Winner
Act?” When
you’re tired
and don’t feel
like practicing,
ask yourself
the HWAWA
question. Even
when you win
a victory, ask
the HWAWA
question to
check your
behaviors to see if they match up with the image
you have of a true winner. As sport psychologist Dr.
Rob Gilbert says, “Act the way you want to become
until you become the way you act.”

A New Sense of Hope
When your definition of winning gives you a
healthy approach and a new self-image you will
also experience the glow of hope. Quite simply,
hope is the expectation of good things to come.

It’s as if you already know how this story is going to
end. On a daily basis you recognize the progress
you’re making. You enjoy the image you hold of
yourself as one who is winning (= a winner). It’s
almost like someone let you in on a little secret and
the feeling of hope reinforces your work ethic every
single day.

Just for a moment, imagine what the opposite
of hope feels like and you’ll know it’s not a place
you care to be. The absence of hope for a happy
ending creates despair and a “What’s the use in
trying?” kind of feeling. Doing the necessary work
is extremely difficult because there’s really no point
in it. Athletes without hope become angry and
resentful about their situation.
On the other hand, hope for the future means
there’s something to look forward to. You may not
know exactly what it may include, but the voice
in your head keeps saying “Something good is
going to come from this approach and this hard
work.” Hopeful athletes work harder, display more
self-discipline, react more positively, and produce
better results.

You may not get everything you
hoped for, but you also may get more
than you hoped for. Either way, you’ll
be way ahead of the alternative!
Here’s an activity that every successful athlete will
tell you they’ve done. Find a quiet place and time
when you can be alone for a few minutes. Go to
the theater of your mind and play the movie of
your success story. You are the author of the script
and the director of your movie. Tell the story the
way you want it to end. See the episodes unfold
and imagine the details of how you, the star of the
story, reach the desired happy ending. Over time
your story will become clearer with more details.
Play your movie often and remember…it’s your
story. There will be struggles and obstacles, but
you are also the hero of your story, so choose the
ending you love the most. You are a winner! 

